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Abstract—These instructions give you guidelines for preparing digests (1 page) and full text papers (max 8 pages) for the
ISTET Symposium. Use this document as a template if you are using Microsoft Word 6.0 or later. Otherwise, use this
document as an instruction set. Define all symbols used in the abstract.
Index Terms—About four keywords in alphabetical order, separated by commas.
TABLE I
FONT SIZES FOR CAMERA READY PAPERS

I. INTRODUCTION
This document is a template for Microsoft Word
versions 6.0 or later. If you are reading a paper version of
this document, please download the electronic file,
istet.doc, from www.istet2019.eu
Paper
Submission so you can use it to prepare your
manuscript.

Item
Title
Authors
Affiliation
Abstract, Keywords
Text
References
Table Caption
Figure Caption
Section Heading
Subsection Heading
(1)
No vertical lines in table

II. ONE PAGE DIGEST
The one page digest should contain the title of the
paper, the authors and their affiliation, a short abstract,
the main contents of the paper, preliminary results and
references. The digest should be submitted as a PDF file,
formatted in DIN A4 (2 column), via the ISTET
Symposium web page.

Font Size
22pt
12pt
10pt
9pt
10pt
8p
8pt
8pt
10pt
10pt

Appearance
bold
normal
normal
bold
normal
normal
capitalize
normal
capitalize
italic

A. Main Dates
The deadline for the submission of the digest is March
31, 2019.
B. Acceptance
Notification on acceptance or rejection of your
contribution as well as details for submission of the full
papers will be given before May 01, 2019.
III. DIGEST FORMAT
The text should be typed in Times New Roman font on
A4 sheets, single spacing, two column format, margins
25mm above, 15mm below and 20mm on the right and on
the left. Please do not number the pages.
Equations are centered and referred by their number
(1). Number equations consecutively with equation
numbers in parentheses flush with the right margin, as in
(1).
r2
(1)
F (r , ϕ ) dr dϕ = [σ r2 / (2 µ0 )] .

∫

Figure 1: Magnetization as a function of applied field.

IV. CONCLUSION
Please use this template preparing your digest. If you
have questions please do not hesitate to contact the
ISTET’2019 secretariat: istet2019@tu-sofia.bg.
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Table I is an example of table and summarizes the used
font sizes. Figure 1 is an example of figure.
Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1].
The sentence punctuation follows the brackets [2].
Multiple references [2], [3] are each numbered with
separate brackets [2]-[3].
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